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C1.

e-HMS of Telangana catches Niti's fancy

Telangana Today-13-Jul-2018
... visited Gandhi Hospital to understand e-HMS, which was developed in collaboration with the Centre
for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC), India.
C2.

Karnataka's move to digitise property records from 1865 hits a hurdle

The New Indian Express-13-Jul-2018
The project will now be entrusted to Pune-based Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC).In Karnataka, the property registration have been ...
C3.

September 30 deadline set for '112' emergency number

Deccan Chronicle-13-Jul-2018
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: Number '112' for all emergency services will be rolled out in the state
soon. The government has set a deadline of September 30 for commissioning it. The project, which is part
of the National Emergency Response Centre, aims at minimising the response time for emergency calls.
The Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC) is implementing the project across the
country. The 112, which is an international emergency ...
CS1.

Govt to give preference to cyber security products by domestic firms

Economic Times-15-Jul-2018
Reacting to the notification, cyber security firm Innefu Labs said that preferential market access for cyber
security may become the backbone for India's national ...

CS2.

State NRC authority under cyber attack

The Sentinel-July 18, 2018

The reality is that only the people of Assam are well aware of what NRC exactly is. This is because NRC
was prepared only in Assam in 1951, and in no other States in India.Being under such a massive cyber
attack all of a sudden, the State NRC authority ...
CS3.

India needs a cyber security law for data localisation: Experts

THE WEEK-12-Jul-2018
The inability of Indian cyber security agencies to access data from the internet ... in the efforts to detect
the offenders, punish them and curb cyber crime.
CS4.

Cyber security, drone centre comes up in Doon

Hindustan Times-09-Jul-2018
Chief minister Trivendra Singh Rawat on Monday inaugurated the country's first drone application centre
and cyber security centre here stating that the ...
CS5.

US lawmakers urge Google, Facebook to resist Vietnam cybersecurity law

Daily News & Analysis-July 18, 2018
Seventeen U.S. lawmakers have urged the CEOs of Facebook and Google to resist changes stipulated by
a new cybersecurity law in Vietnam, which critics say ...
Cs6.

Russia targeted by almost ‘25 million cyber-attacks’ during world cup: Putin

Daily Pioneer-17-Jul-2018
Russia was the target of almost 25 million cyber-attacks during the World Cup, President Vladimir Putin
said, though he did not indicate who may have been ...
CS7.

Russia says it prevented 25 mn cyber attacks, other acts during World ...

The Tribune-16-Jul-2018
Russia prevented nearly 25 million cyber attacks and other criminal acts against its information
infrastructure related to the soccer World Cup, the Kremlin quoted ...
CS8.

Israel sets up cybersecurity center to protect railways

The Tribune-16-Jul-2018
Israel has developed a cybersecurity center to protect its railway system, media ... The company will
provide Israel Railways corporation with a cybersecurity ...
CS9. Trend Micro’s ‘Connected Threat Defense’ to help enterprises combat next gen threats
Economic Times. July 18, 2018
The all-encompassing Connected Threat Defense has three stages to it: Protection, Detection and
Response.

M1.

Adoption of e-medical records facing infra hurdles: Report

Livemint-16-Jul-2018
A latest review report prepared by the ministry of electronics and information technology (MeitY) titled
Adoption of Electronic Health Records: A Roadmap for ... Report has revealed that government hospitals
and dispensaries have very little ICT infrastructure.
M2.

Goa's new IT policy 2018 launched

Knn India-16-Jul-2018
... Union Minister for Electronics and IT Ravi Shankar Prasad unveiled the Goa It ... have a National
Institute of Electronics and Information Technology centre.
M3.

Goa to have NIELIT centre

The Navhind Times-15-Jul-2018
PANAJI: Assuring all support for the promotion of Goa as an IT destination, Union Minister for
Electronics and Information Technology Ravi Shankar Prasad on ...
M4.

Aadhaar database can't be hacked in even a billion attempts: Ravi ...

Hindustan Times-15-Jul-2018
Union minister for electronics and information technology Ravi Shankar Prasad said on Sunday that
even if you were to try and hack the Aadhaar database a ...
M5.

Govt to give preference to cyber security products by domestic firms

The Tribune-15-Jul-2018
The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) said in an order that it “hereby
notifies that Cyber Security being a strategic sector, preference ...

N1.

UPPSC notification for civil judges' post likely in August

Times of India-July 18, 2018
National Informatics Centre, which will be entrusted with handling the exams, is already busy in
conducting two big exams - LT Grade Teachers Exams and ...
N2.

DC launches website, says it is more user-friendly

The Tribune . July 17, 2018
The website has been developed on S3WaaS platform by National Informatics Centre (NIC), Jalandhar
team, led by Senior Technical Director and ...

N3.

MPs set to get secured Wi-Fi in both Houses

The Tribune . July 17, 2018
At present, MPs, staff, parliamentary personnel, accredited persons and guests can access the NIC Wi-Fi
network inside Parliament building with ...

N4.

Lack of precise intelligence hits e-way bill system

Financial Express . July 14, 2019
“We will need data for at least 8-10 months for running analytics, but tax officials and NIC are
exchanging feedback on the system already,” Prakash ...
Govt contractors may have to pay TDS from Oct 1 - Times of India
E-Way Bill Discrepancies: GSTN to automate Distance Calculation Between PIN Codes - taxscan.in
(press release)
GSTN To Automate Distance Calculation Between PIN Codes To Reduce E-Waybill Discrepancies Swarajya
N5.

Manipur becomes first State in NE to launch national generic document registration system

Northeast Now . July 14, 2018
A video-conferencing session with the National Informatics Centre (NIC) Delhi and Pune was also held
simultaneously as part of the NGDRS software ...
N6.

GST finds taxpayer-friendly way to generate e-way bills

Livemint . July 13, 2018
The GST Network, the information technology backbone, which, along with the National Informatics
Centre, manages the e-way bill system, has floated ...
N7.

Govt contractors may have to pay TDS from Oct 1

Times of India-14-Jul-2018
Further, the National Informatics Centre (NIC) has been asked to conduct a detailed study so that chips
could be fixed on the heavy transport vehicles on the ...

N8.

Refund deposit before month-end, says SEC

The Hindu-14-Jul-2018
The National Informatics Centre officials had followed the guidelines laid for designing the website. The
S3 WAAS framework-designed website could be ...
N9.

Rise in demand for PG courses at Maharaja's College

The Hindu-14-Jul-2018
Mr. Krishna Kumar said the college had signed an agreement with the National Informatics Centre for
supporting the admission process. It will also help the institution in providing software support for
conducting examinations, besides carrying out office automation and networking of all departments this
year.

O1.

Goa cabinet approves IT Policy 2018

Business Standard. 11 July 2018 .
The Goa Cabinet today approved Information Technology policy 2018 which focuses on reverse
migration and creation of around 10,000 jobs in the next five years. The Cabinet meeting, presided by
Chief Minister Manohar Parrikar, approved the IT policy which has provisions for growth and
development of
O2.

UN sets up panel to discuss the 'dark side' of technology including Cyberwarfare

Firstpost-12-Jul-2018
He has appointed Indian diplomat Amandeep Gill as the executive director of the ... side of innovation —
such as cybersecurity threats, the risks of cyberwarfare, ...
O3.

Apple matter, Trai recommendations on data ownership separate issues: Sharma

Economic Times. July 18, 2018
US based technology titan Apple and Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (Trai) were engaged in a
year-long stand-off on the issue of allowing access to the regulator's anti-spam mobile application.
O4.

Delhi civic body will collect e-waste from doorstep, pay for it too

Hindustan Times. July 18, 2018
Residents of Lutyens’ Delhi will soon be able to discard their electronic waste in an environment-friendly
manner and will also be able to earn some extra money in the process. In a first-of-its-kind ...

